INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE AND POPULATION
EDUCATION: MIDDLE YEARS PROGRAMME
H OW D OES P OPULATION E DUCATION FIT I NTO M IDDLE
Y EARS P ROGRAMME C URRICULUM ?
ABOUT THE MIDDLE
YEARS PROGRAMME:
C URRICULUM F RAMEWORK
The Middle Years Programme (MYP)
is comprised of five key areas of
interaction. These areas provide the
focus for establishing connections
and relationships across the
International Baccalaureate (IB)
curriculum. Population Education can
easily be adapted to meet most of
the five areas. Areas of interaction
are:
•

APPROACHES TO LEARNING,

•

COMMUNITY AND SERVICE,

•

HEALTH AND SOCIAL
EDUCATION,

•

ENVIRONMENTS,

•

AND

HUMAN INGENUITY.

opulation Education fits best into the Middle Years Programme (MYP)
curriculum under the sub-context of “Environments.” This area of interaction
explores how humans interact with the world at large and the parts humans play
in virtual, natural, and built environments. However, Population Education is
interdisciplinary in nature and therefore can lend itself to being taught in most of the
five MYP contexts.

P

In the MYP program students engage with complex concepts such as:
• The importance of the local and global environment,
• The concepts of sustainable development in a context of increasing
environmental threats,
• And related problems of socio-economic nature.

W HAT C ONCE PTS R E LATED TO P OPUL ATI ON E DUCATION
A LIGN WITH MYP L EARNING G OALS ?
The purpose of the International Baccalaureate (IB) program is to develop and
graduate globally conscious and competitive students. Population and environmental
issues cross-cut a variety of subjects and can be used as a unifying theme across the
different contents. Concepts such as resource scarcity, carrying capacity, population
growth trends, and human ecology are all applicable to a variety of subjects including
science, math, English and language arts, and humanities. Additionally, Population
Education fits perfectly into the MYP curriculum goal of international mindedness
because the collective actions we make as a human population have global
implications for our generation and generations to come.

W HAT RESOURCES

ARE AVAIL ABLE TO HE LP INTEGRATE

POPULATION EDUCATION INTO THE
IB programs reach over one million
students at 3,665 schools in 146 countries.
More information at www.ibo.oeg.

A PROJECT OF POPULATION CONNECTION
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MYP C URRICULA ?

Population Education offers a variety of classroom resources, hands-on lesson plans,
and professional development opportunities to help teachers facilitate effective and
engaging lessons. In each lesson, students use real world data or scenarios to apply
concepts of math, science, social studies, and English to contemporary environmental
challenges. Sample lesson concepts include: carrying capacity, natural resource
extraction, environmental health and quality, resource scarcity, and population
growth trends. Lesson plans and resources are available on the Population Education
website and through professional development opportunities offered nationwide
each year.

